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1. Introduction
Deep episodic slow slip events (SSEs), also referred to as slow earthquakes, silent earthquakes, or creep 
events, are aseismic fault slip transients associated with observable surface deformation with durations 
ranging from days to decades. SSEs are commonly accompanied by nonvolcanic tremor and low-frequency 
earthquakes, and are increasingly recognized as essential processes of strain release in subduction zones 
(Beroza & Ide, 2011; Lay et al., 2012; Z. Peng & Gomberg, 2010; Rousset et al., 2019; Shelly et al., 2007) and 
continental plate boundary faults (Chen et al., 2018; Shelly, 2017; Thomas et al., 2009; Wech et al., 2012). 

Abstract The deep roots of subduction megathrusts exhibit aseismic slow slip events, commonly 
accompanied by tectonic tremor. Observations from exhumed rocks suggest this region of the subduction 
interface is a shear zone with frictional lenses embedded in a viscous matrix. Here, we use numerical 
models to explore the transient slip characteristics of finite-width frictional-viscous megathrust shear 
zones. Our model utilizes an invariant, continuum-based, regularized form of rate- and state-dependent 
friction (RSF) and simulates earthquakes along spontaneously evolving faults embedded in a 2D 
heterogeneous continuum. The setup includes two elastic plates bounding a viscoelastoplastic shear 
zone (subduction interface melange) with inclusions (clasts) of varying distributions and viscosity 
contrasts with respect to the surrounding weaker matrix. The entire shear zone exhibits the same velocity-
weakening RSF parameters, but the lower viscosity matrix has the capacity to switch between RSF 
and viscous creep as a function of local stress state. Results demonstrate a mechanism in which stress 
heterogeneity in these shear zones both (a) sets the “speed limit” for earthquake ruptures that nucleate in 
clasts such that they propagate at slow velocities; and (b) permits the transmission of slow slip from clast 
to clast, allowing slow ruptures to propagate substantial distances over the model domain. For reasonable 
input parameters, modeled events have moment-duration statistics, stress drops, and rupture propagation 
rates that overlap with some natural slow slip events. These results provide new insights into how geologic 
observations from ancient analogs of the slow slip source may scale up to match geophysical constraints 
on modern slow slip phenomena.

Plain Language Summary Subduction megathrusts represent the largest and most 
hazardous seismogenic faults on Earth and exhibit a wide range of earthquake slip patterns. An especially 
perplexing form of slip on subduction megathrusts are “slow earthquakes,” which are slip events that 
release similar amounts of energy as regular earthquakes, but do so over months to years, rather than 
seconds. These events most commonly occur at deeper levels of the subduction megathrust where rocks 
are thought to transition from brittle and strong, with deformation dominated by fracture and cracking, to 
smoother, continuous, and weak—with deformation dominated by flow. In this work, we use numerical 
models to explore the seismic slip characteristics of megathrust faults that are mixtures of weak and 
strong materials. We simulate a wide megathrust fault zone with embedded weak and strong sections, 
and we systematically vary the strength contrasts between, and relative proportions of, weak to strong 
material. Our results suggest that three regimes of slip behaviors can be defined as a function of these 
strength contrasts and proportions of weak-to-strong materials: an aseismic regime with no earthquake 
slip, a slow-slip dominated regime, and a regular earthquake-dominated regime. These results help to 
reconcile some of the features that geologists find in rock outcrops brought to the surface from deep 
subduction environments, with the modern-day geophysical record of subduction zone earthquakes and 
surface deformation patterns.
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In subduction environments, SSEs typically occur at and around the mantle wedge corner, down-dip of 
the seismogenic megathrust in what is thought to be an environment rich in metamorphic reactions and 
associated fluids, and high fluid pressures (Audet & Bürgmann, 2014; Audet & Kim, 2016; Behr & Bürg-
mann, 2021; Condit et al., 2020; Peacock, 2009). SSEs can reach similar magnitudes to “regular” megathrust 
earthquakes, but they exhibit much slower slip rates (E 1–2 mm/day), smaller displacements (mm to a few 
cm), longer durations (days to years), more frequent recurrence (months to years), and lower stress drops 
(E 1–100 kPa) (Bletery & Nocquet, 2020; Michel et al., 2019; Obara & Sekine, 2009; Schmidt & Gao, 2010; 
Wallace & Eberhart-Phillips, 2013; Wech & Bartlow, 2014). Understanding the physical mechanisms con-
trolling SSEs, their similarities and differences compared to high-frequency earthquakes, and their role in 
priming or directly triggering megathrust slip is a fundamental challenge in geodynamics.

Since the original detection of slow slip events, a wide range of numerical simulations have been used to 
explore potential source mechanisms. Several aspects of SSEs can be reproduced using numerical mod-
els of frictional sliding on a discrete, planar fault within a rate-and-state-friction framework (J. H. Dieter-
ich, 1979; Marone, 1998; Rubin, 2008; Ruina, 1983). Liu and Rice (2005), for example, demonstrated that 
aseismic slip transients arise where faults transition with depth/temperature from velocity weakening to 
velocity-strengthening frictional properties. Skarbek et al. (2012) similarly showed that mixtures of velocity 
weakening and strengthening materials on a fault could control the sliding behavior, with slow slip favored 
by velocity weakening to strengthening material ratios of 40%–70%E . Several models have also coupled rate-
and-state friction and dilatancy with elasticity and pore-fluid-pressure diffusion, suggesting that dilatant 
strengthening competes with fault thermal or poro-plasto-elastic pressurization to modulate fault slip rates 
over a range comparable to natural faults (Liu & Rubin, 2010; Petrini et al., 2020; Segall & Bradley, 2012; 
Segall et al., 2010; Suzuki & Yamashita, 2009). Other model types that invoke a velocity-dependent friction 
law, for example, faults that transition from rate-weakening at low slip rates to neutral or rate-strengthening 
at higher slip rates, expand the range of parameter-space over which slow slip-type behavior can be pro-
duced (e.g., Beeler, 2009; Hawthorne & Rubin, 2013; Im et al., 2020; Shibazaki, 2003).

Although planar megathrust fault models with varying frictional and/or poroelastic properties are success-
ful at reproducing a spectrum of fault slip behaviors, the model framework of a discrete fault surface or thin 
gouge layer is challenging to reconcile with geophysical imaging of modern SSE environments, and with ge-
ologic observations of rocks exhumed from SSE source depths. Seismic reflection, tomography, and receiver 
function images, for example, show that the deep SSE source region coincides with a seismic low velocity 
and low pE V - sE V  ratio zone that is up to several kilometers in thickness, interpreted to represent a “subduction 
channel” or wide subduction shear zone composed of underplated, heterogeneous, subduction melange 
material (Audet & Schaeffer, 2018; Calvert, 1996; Calvert et al., 2020; Delph et al., 2018; Hansen et al., 2012; 
Li et al., 2015; Nedimović et al., 2003). Geological observations from exhumed rocks support this notion of a 
finite-width subduction shear zone on the deep interface (e.g., Behr & Platt, 2013; Cloos & Shreve, 1988; Fes-
ta et al., 2010; Grigull et al., 2012; Xia & Platt, 2017), and furthermore suggest that deformation within it pro-
ceeds by coupled frictional sliding and viscous creep (Angiboust et al., 2011a; Fagereng & Den Hartog, 2017; 
Fagereng & Sibson, 2010; Hayman & Lavier, 2014; Ujiie et al., 2018). Observations from the outcrop scale, 
for example, commonly include block-in-matrix melanges in which rigid, cm to m-scale lenses concentrate 
brittle slip along geometrically complex, interconnected fault networks hosted within a ductile matrix (Fig-
ure 1c) (Cowan, 1985; Fagereng, 2011; Fagereng et al., 2014; Fisher & Byrne, 1987; Kotowski & Behr, 2019; 
Phillips et al., 2020). These outcrop-scale features are mimicked at the multikilometric scale with map pat-
terns of exhumed subduction complexes containing underplated mafic or ultramafic lineaments mantled 
by high strain, viscous melange belts (Agard et al., 2018; Tewksbury-Christle et al., 2021). These finite-width 
heterogeneous shear zones are so commonly preserved in the rock record that understanding their potential 
for seismic or transient slip on the deep interface seems essential to understanding the processes occurring 
within the SSE zone (cf. Beall et al., 2019; Behr & Bürgmann, 2021; Fagereng & Sibson, 2010; Hayman & 
Lavier, 2014; Lavier et al., 2021; Skarbek et al., 2012; Yin & Xie, 2019).

Here we use two-dimensional numerical models, inspired by geophysical and geological observations of 
the SSE source region, to investigate the transient slip characteristics of distributed frictional-viscous shear 
zones. We build upon previous rate-and-state-friction-based models, but combine this model framework 
with visco-elasto-plastic deformation of a heterogeneous continuum to explore the interplay between 
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viscous shear zone loading, brittle-plastic yielding, and rate-dependent frictional sliding on spontaneously 
generated slip surfaces embedded within a finite-width shear zone representative of subduction “mega-mel-
ange.” We discuss implications for slow slip source mechanisms, and we examine qualitative and quan-
titative similarities between modeled events and natural fast and slow-slip phenomena. Our results can 
potentially reconcile geophysical constraints on slow slip phenomena with the exhumed geological record 
of the slow slip environment.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic sketch of the subduction interface and associated transitions in structural style and seismic 
behavior with depth. The subduction interface has been suggested to transition down-dip near the depth of slow slip 
and tremor from a discrete frictional megathrust fault to a more distributed frictional-viscous shear zone, which is 
the basis for the model setup shown in (b). (b) Model setup investigated here with high viscosity inclusions (clasts), 
intended to represent brittle mafic lenses (as in c) embedded in a lower viscosity matrix and sheared at a constant 
boundary velocity. (c) Example of a brittle mafic lens embedded in a ductile schist from a rock outcrop exposed 
in the Cycladic Blueschist Unit on Syros Island, Greece (modified from Kotowski & Behr 2019). The mafic lens is 
cut by numerous faults that sole outward into the viscous matrix. The faults are associated with dilation and show 
precipitation of quartz and high pressure minerals, suggesting activation under high fluid pressure conditions.
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2. Methods
2.1. Model Governing Equations

The model framework implemented here builds upon the approach outlined by Herrendörfer et al. (2018), 
which combines earthquake cycle simulations using a regularized Rate and State Friction (RSF) formu-
lation (cf. Lapusta et  al.,  2000) with seismo-(thermo)-mechanical (STM) approaches developed by van 
Dinther et al. (2013). The STM component of the code is a continuum-based approach that simulates vis-
co-elasto-plastic deformation in response to applied forces. The code solves for the conservation of mass:

i

i

D
x Dt
  

 
 (1)

where E  is density, DE
Dt

 is the material time derivative,  and E j are coordinate indices, iE x  and jE x  are spatial 
coordinates, and iE   is velocity; and the conservation of momentum:

ij i
i

j i

P D g
x x Dt
  
 

  
  (2)

where iE g  is gravity. ijE   is the deviatoric stress tensor, given as:

ij ij ijP    (3)

where ijE   is the Cauchy stress tensor, ijE   is the Kronecker delta, and P is pressure (defined as the mean stress 

3
kkE P 

  , where P is positive under compression). The material is assumed to be compressible with the 

bulk modulus E K defined as 1 1 DE
K DP




 , such that

D DP
Dt K Dt
 

 (4)

In our model setup (see Section 2.2), we do not implement temperature gradients, so conservation of energy 
is not considered.

To solve the equations for conservation of mass (Equation 1) and momentum (Equation 2) a constitutive 
relationship linking deviatoric stresses and strain rates is adopted in which a Maxwell viscoelastic body is 
set in series with a plastic-frictional slider such that deviatoric strain rate is decomposed into elastic, viscous 
and plastic components:

     ij ij elastic ij viscous ij plastic
            (5)

The elastic component follows Hooke's law for isotropic materials and the relationship between deviatoric 
stress and elastic strain rates is given by:

 
1

2
ij

ij elastic
D

G Dt




  (6)

where E G is the shear modulus and D

Dt



 represents the corotational time derivative.

The viscous component of the strain rate is defined as:

 
1

2 ijij viscous 


  (7)

where E  is the effective viscosity.

The plastic component is defined by a Drucker-Prager (Drucker & Prager, 1952) yield criterion:

,II yield yieldF P C       (8)

where IIE   is the square root of the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor, E  is the friction coefficient, 
and C is cohesion.
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The above continuum approach differs from classical seismic cycle simulations in which a fault is treated 
as a discrete plane embedded in a homogeneous elastic medium. In these simulations, slip is governed by a 
rate and state friction formulation in which friction E  relates shear stress sE   to normal stress nE   as a function 
of slip rate E V  and state variable E  , as follows:

0
0

0
ln lns n

V Va b
V L

  
    

            
 (9)

where E L is the characteristic slip distance and 0E   is the reference friction coefficient at the steady-state slip 
rate 0E V . The term 

0
ln VE a

V
 is referred to as the RSF direct effect, which represents the increase in strength with 

increasing sliding velocity (at constant state variable), and the term 0ln VE b
L

  is referred to as the evolution 
effect, which is interpreted to capture the increase in strength due to changes in contact asperity area and/
or contact cohesiveness (e.g., J. H. Dieterich & Kilgore, 1994; Scholz & Engelder, 1976). E   is the state varia-
ble, which evolves according to the aging law (e.g., J. Dieterich, 1994; Lapusta et al., 2000; Liu & Rice, 2005) 
defined as:

1 .V
L
   (10)

The logarithmic form of RSF in Equation 9 has the drawback that stress is not defined for V = 0. Thus, 
commonly in numerical simulations, a regularized form of Equation 9 is implemented as follows (Lapusta 
et al., 2000; Rice & Ben-Zion, 1996):
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To link the classical, regularized, RSF formulation in Equation 10 to the continuum approach described in 
Equations 1–8, Herrendörfer et al. (2018) developed an invariant form of Equation 10 as follows:
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with the aging law:

d 1
d

pV
t L


  (13)

where sE   is replaced by the second invariant of the stress tensor ( ııE  ), nE   is replaced by the effective pressure 
E P, and E V  is replaced by the plastic slip velocity  2p II plasticE V D   (where E D is the grid cell size).

To solve the governing equations described above, we use a 2-D implicit, conservative finite-difference 
scheme on a fully staggered grid, combined with the marker-in-cell technique and adaptive time stepping. 
For further detail on the numerical implementation, see Section 2.2 of Herrendörfer et al. (2018). The com-
bined continuum-based and invariant RSF approach allows us to simulate spontaneously evolving faults 
within a heterogeneous continuum, while simultaneously resolving model event patterns of the length and 
timescales relevant to RSF.

2.2. Model Setup and Input Parameters

Our model setup consists of a 4-km-wide by 20-km-long shear zone, representing a cross-section through 
the subduction interface. The shear zone is bounded by two elastic plates that impose right-lateral shear at 
constant velocity (Figure 1). The shear zone contains two components: a matrix with a prescribed starting 
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viscosity that varies among different model runs; and inclusions within the matrix of varying sizes, aspect 
ratios, and distributions, intended to represent heterogeneous higher viscosity lenses (e.g., underplated 
mafic fragments). Our primary interest is in the interplay between the lower viscosity matrix and higher-vis-
cosity inclusions, both of which are assumed to exhibit velocity-weakening frictional behaviors, and how 
their interactions modulate simulated event characteristics such as nucleation sites, fault plane geometries, 
slip velocities, moment-duration relationships, rupture propagation rates, recurrence intervals, and stress 
drops. To investigate this, we make several assumptions and implement several parameters that remain 
constant within all model runs, including the following:

1.  The entire shear zone (inclusions and matrix) are implemented with the same elastic constants, veloci-
ty-weakening E a b  parameters, reference friction coefficient, characteristic slip distance, cohesion, and 
initial state variable (Table 1). For ease of comparison, the selected RSF parameters are within a similar 
range as those used in classical RSF simulations. They are also consistent with experiments on veloci-
ty-weakening subduction-related rock types, such as quartz- and phyllosilicate-rich fault gouges at inter-
mediate temperatures (350°C–600E C) and low effective normal stresses (e.g., den Hartog & Spiers, 2013).

2.  The forcing blocks outside the shear zone are implemented with a high viscosity ( bE  ), along with veloc-
ity-strengthening E a b  parameters and high initial state variable, such that the blocks are effectively 
elastic with negligible contributions from viscous and plastic deformation.

3.  The subduction shear zone is loaded by applying velocity boundary conditions at the top and bottom of 
the model domain, equivalent to a loading velocity of 3.00 910E   m/s or 9.5 cm/yr, consistent with conver-
gence rates in several modern subduction zones. The reference slip velocity ( 0E V ) in Equation 12 is set to 
equal this slip rate. For the 4-km-thick shear zone, this results in a loading strain rate 13 17.5 10 sLE    .

4.  The right and left boundaries of the model domain are set to the following boundary condition: (a) zero 
vertical velocity component along the boundary and (b) no change in the horizontal velocity component 
across the boundary. To help limit interactions between propagating ruptures and the model boundaries, 
a viscosity gradient is implemented at the horizontal shear zone margins. All model boundaries are 
non-absorbing, so in models in which seismic waves are generated and propagate to the model bounda-
ries, they can reflect back toward the center of the model and generate additional minor stress perturba-
tions. This does not significantly influence the overall model results.

5.  We assume a small initial background effective pressure ( BE P ) of 3.75 MPa, consistent with inferences of 
high fluid pressures and low effective normal stresses in subduction shear zones (e.g., Audet et al., 2009; 
Peacock et al., 2011; Taetz et al., 2018; Ujiie et al., 2018; Warren-Smith et al., 2019). The effective pres-
sure P is not fixed to this initial constant value and evolves locally during the numerical experiment in 
response to loading and deformation. Gravity is set to zero to avoid vertical effective pressure gradients 
(also consistent with classical RSF simulations).

6.  We assume the matrix deforms via linear viscous mechanisms, consistent with microstructural observa-
tions from rocks suggesting pressure-solution or diffusion-creep mechanisms are active in subduction 
shear zones (Behr & Platt, 2013; Fagereng & Den Hartog, 2017; Platt et al., 2018; Stöckhert, 2002; Wass-
mann & Stoeckhert, 2013).

These assumptions and the input parameters in Table 1 define some key additional parameters in the mod-
els. First, the choice of BE P  and 0E   define a background plastic yield stress for conditions in which E V  =  0E V  and 

E P =  BE P  given by:

0 0 BP  (14)

and for the input parameters in Table 1, 0E  1.5 MPa. Coupling this yield stress to the implemented loading 
strain rate further defines a viscosity value that represents the frictional-viscous transition, referred to here 
as the threshold viscosity:

0 0 .
2 2

B
t

L L

P   
   (15)

where for input parameters in Table 1, tE   =  181 10E   Pa s. The starting matrix viscosity in all model runs is 
varied around this threshold viscosity, with higher values intended to represent conditions above (i.e., updip 
of) the frictional-viscous transition, and lower values intended to represent conditions below (downdip of) 
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the frictional-viscous transition. The clasts/inclusions in the model shear zone are always set to a viscosity 
cE   of 221 10E   Pa s.

The chosen elastic and RSF parameters also define an approximate nucleation size above which simulated 
events will propagate dynamically (cf. Rubin and Ampuero (2005)), defined as:

*
2

2 ,
( ) (1 )B

GbLh
b a P v


 

 (16)

where for the input parameters in Table 1, * 3.2 kmE h  .

This nucleation length scale ( *E h ) is then used to scale the implemented clast size distribution. This is done 
for two reasons. First, we want to specifically investigate the interactions between accelerating frictional 
ruptures concentrated in/around clasts, and the surrounding viscous matrix. If the clast size is very small 
compared to *E h , ruptures will not accelerate to significant velocities above the background loading rate 
before exiting a clast. On the other hand, if the clast size is very large compared to *E h , ruptures nucleated 
within them will already reach dynamic rupture speeds prior to exiting the clasts. A second reason is that 
scaling the clast size to the nucleation length allows our model results to be extrapolated to other choices of 
frictional parameters than those chosen in this study. Inclusions are therefore implemented with a uniform-
ly distributed random size distribution such that their long dimensions (min = 0.6 km, max = 2.1 km) are 
always less than the nucleation size. The location and aspect ratios (min = 1.5, max = 2.5) of inclusions are 
also varied randomly about a narrow distribution and inclusions are permitted to slightly overlap.

Parameter Symbol Value

Shear modulus G 30 GPa

Bulk modulus K 50 GPa

Poisson's ratio E  0.25

Density E  2,700 kg/ 3mE

Shear wave speed sE C 3.3 km/s

Shear zone width sE W 4 km

Bulk shear zone strain rate E  7.5 1310E  /s

Background effective pressure BE P 3.75 MPa

Gravity E g 9.8 m/s

Reference friction coefficient 0E  0.4

Reference slip velocity 0E V 93 10E   m/s

Characteristic slip distance E L 0.001 m

RSF direct effect E a 0.011

RSF evolution effect E b 0.017

Initial state variable iE  Forcing block: 
0

LE
V

exp(40) s

Shear zone: 
0

LE
V

exp(10) s

Forcing block viscosity bE  231 10E   Pa s

Clast viscosity cE  221 10E   Pa s

Shear zone matrix viscosity szE  0.001–2,000 tE 

Clast spatial density cE  20%–90%

Abbreviation: RSF, rate- and state-dependent friction.

Table 1 
Model Parameters
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With the above assumptions and parameter choices, the only two variables that we systematically change 
among different primary model runs (see Section 3.3) are (a) shear zone matrix viscosity szE   (defined relative 
to the threshold viscosity), and (b) clast spatial density cE   (defined as a percent of the total shear zone area).

2.3. Model Event Tracking

Model outputs include all physical parameters such as stress, strain rate, viscosity and velocity. For track-
ing transient slip events, we record the maximum plastic slip velocity within the model domain for every 
timestep. Due to the smooth changes of slip velocity during model events, their estimated durations de-
pend on the slip velocity threshold used for their detection. This threshold has to be different for fast and 
slow events to estimate different duration of their fastest slip phase for which the moment magnitude is 
calculated. Durations were therefore computed using a variable velocity threshold ( thresholdE V ) defined as a 
function of the maximal slip velocity ( maxE V ) recorded during each individual event. Since the maximum slip 
velocity is unknown a priori, we integrated characteristics of all events for 15 different pre-defined thresh-
olds ( iE V ) ranging from 810E   to 110E   m/s with 0.5 increment in the power exponent. The characteristic velocity 
threshold for each recorded event was then defined a posteriori as threshold iE V V  when 3 3.510 10i max iE V V V  . 
Moments for each event were integrated for each iE V  by accounting for all grid nodes slipping with slip rate 

n iE V V  as:

,( ) ,( )

0 ( ) ( )
n V V n V Vt n i n i

nM dt V Gdx dx
  

   
 

   (17)

where E dt is the current time step, E dx is the horizontal grid step and E G is the shear modulus. Taking into 
account the logarithmical dependence of the moment magnitude from the width of the seismogenic zone 
(e.g., Blaser et al., 2010) we used a simplified approach for extrapolating moments to three dimensions. In 
particular, we assumed (a) that slip was constant along the third dimension; and (b) that the cumulative 
length of faults computed in 2D is equal to the length of the ruptured section in the third dimension and 
thus multiplied to the computed cumulative length to compute the rupture area at each time step.

3. Model Results
3.1. Summary of General Model Behaviors

All models begin with a stage of shear zone loading in which stress progressively increases in the shear zone 
matrix and elastic strain accumulates in the higher viscosity clasts, with the timescale of this stage following 
the equation for viscoelastic deformation under constant loading strain rate and controlled by the Maxwell 
relaxation time ( /E G ). The viscoelastic deviatoric stress distributions that are set up in this initial stage are 
heterogeneous, with concentrations and shadows developed as a function of clast distribution and spatial 
density. After the initial loading stage, when stress concentrations exceed the frictional yield strength ( 0E  ), 
plastic slip begins accumulating on localized slip zones that develop on both the margins and in the interior 
of clasts (or on the margins of the shear zone for clast free and high viscosity models). For all model runs 
conducted near the threshold viscosity, the initial orientations of these failure planes are conjugate sets con-
trolled by the static friction coefficient, consistent with Coulomb theory, with low values of 0E   generating 
planes oriented at lower angles to the shear zone walls (Figures 2d–2g). Local deflections of slip plane orien-
tations do occur in some models near stress rotations adjacent to inclusions, however, leading to nonplanar 
rupture geometries (e.g., Figure 2e) (cf. Preuss et al., 2019).

The slip velocities on rupture planes grow exponentially with deviatoric stress according to Equation 9 ex-
pressed for plastic slip velocity by assuming E P =  nE   and IIE   =  sE  :
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as ruptures propagate. Once ruptures have initiated, they can propagate in either direction along their 
length. Whether ruptures will continue to propagate through the model domain depends on the local stress-
es at the rupture tip, which is the sum of the dynamic stresses associated with the rupture front itself and 
the heterogeneous background stresses set up within the shear zone. If a rupture tip migrates into a zone 
of relatively high stresses, the slip velocity and propagation velocity increases; whereas if the rupture tip 
migrates into regions of low stresses, the slip velocity decreases, and if stresses are low enough, the rupture 
arrests. In cases where a rupture reaches the nucleation size (cf. Equation 5), it begins to propagate dynam-
ically. Variations in rupture speed during dynamic rupture propagation can lead to generation of shear and 
pressure waves that radiate away from the slipping zone. The propagating ruptures produce regions of low 
state variable relative to the surrounding unslipped regions. For our input parameters, the timescale of mod-
el runs is short relative to the evolution of the state variable, which physically equates to a relatively slow 
rate of fault healing. Therefore, throughout the model duration rupture planes persist as low state variable 

Figure 2. Initial conditions (a–c), model state variable (d–g), and velocity as a function of time step (h) and time in 
years (i) for simplified two-inclusion models with different matrix viscosities and/or different friction coefficients. See 
Section 3.2 for detailed description.

i)
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zones such that eventually the initially high-viscosity inclusions (and in some cases the shear zone matrix) 
become cut by numerous low state variable fault planes.

3.2. Simplified Two-Inclusion Models

To illustrate the general model behaviors in more detail, we first use simplified two-inclusion models. Fig-
ure 2 shows the initial conditions, model state variable, and maximum velocity as a function of time step 
for two-inclusion models with different matrix viscosities and/or different friction coefficients. Figure 2c 
highlights the initial stress field in which because of their higher viscosity with respect to the surrounding 
matrix, the inclusions are under compression and generate stress concentrations and shadows in the sur-
rounding lower-viscosity matrix. Figures 2d–2g shows the rupture patterns for four different model runs 
after an arbitrary number of time steps (6,500), which equates to different model run time (Figure 2h) due 
to the adaptive time stepping.

For the threshold viscosity case (Figure 2d), clasts are loaded to failure by surrounding viscous shear, but 
ruptures are generally confined to the clasts themselves. This is because as ruptures propagate out of the 
clasts they encounter stresses in the low viscosity matrix that are below the frictional yield strength, causing 
ruptures to arrest. An exception occurs where two optimally oriented ruptures are able to propagate a short 
distance into the matrix due to the presence of local stress concentrations between the clasts. . The veloc-
ities of ruptures within or on the margins of clasts initially increase exponentially following Equation 18, 
but slow as they approach stress shadows in the matrix, thus registering as slow slip events. All ruptures in 
near-threshold models are quenched before they reach the critical nucleation size. We refer to this regime 
as clast-limited slow slip.

Figure 2e shows a model run in which the matrix viscosity is 10 times larger than tE  . Ruptures nucleate at 
stress concentrations on the inclusion margins and begin to propagate unhindered through the lower vis-
cosity matrix. Although the rupture orientations in this regime are influenced by the model stress field, the 
slip velocities are not affected and velocities on these rupture planes grow exponentially toward the max-
imum of 0.1–1 m/s. This behavior ensues because the matrix viscosity, above the threshold value, sets up 
higher stress magnitudes (above the frictional yield strength) in the shear zone, thus favoring fast frictional 
slip and allowing the ruptures to reach the nucleation size and propagate dynamically.

Figures 2f and 2g shows two model runs in which the matrix viscosity is slightly above the threshold value, 
but with different initial coefficients of friction ( 0E  ). In this regime, ruptures can propagate through the ma-
trix in regions of stress concentration, but they slip at slow velocities because the stress magnitudes ahead 
of the rupture tip are very close to the threshold value, and because the rupture tips occasionally propagate 
into stress shadows that lead to velocity decreases but not necessarily to rupture arrest. The changes in 0E   
result in different orientations of ruptures, but the overall event patterns are similar. These two model runs 
show the potential for near-threshold models to develop ruptures of significant length that link multiple 
inclusions through the matrix across the model domain, but that nonetheless maintain slow slip velocities 
(Figure 2h) due to low overall stresses and stress heterogeneity. The ruptures can reach and exceed the 
critical nucleation size ( *E h  = 3.2 km), but are classified as slow slip events; we refer to this regime as clast-
and-matrix slow slip.

3.3. Multi-Inclusion Models

Here, we focus on scaling up from two inclusions to more complex multi-inclusion models in which only 
the matrix viscosity and the average spatial density of inclusions were varied; all other parameters remained 
constant as in Table 1. Figure 3 shows the initial viscosity, stress distributions at the onset of plastic yielding, 
and state variable at the end of the model run, for six example model cases with varying starting matrix 
viscosities and clast distributions. Figure 4 shows the event velocities through time for the same six model 
cases. We bin the models into three general categories based on shear zone matrix viscosity: above-, near-, 
and below-threshold models, and four categories of clast percentage ( cE  ): low cE  , medium cE  , high cE  , and 
clast free.
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3.3.1. Above-Threshold Models

Above-threshold models are classified as those in which the matrix viscosity is 100–2,000 times the thresh-
old viscosity. Because the viscosities in these models are too high to permit significant viscous creep, the 
model behaviors are dominated by elastoplastic interactions and are insensitive to clast distributions and 
densities. Stresses build at the model corners near the imposed viscosity gradient as the clasts do not pro-
duce significant stress heterogeneity (Figure 3a) and ruptures propagate at rates of 0.1–1 km/s horizontally 
along the shear zone boundary across the model domain (Figure 4a). Model events approach maximum slip 
velocities (0.1–1 m/s, Figure 4a) because of the stress magnitudes well above the frictional yield strength. 
Throughout the model runs, only one fault plane is active at any particular time, so the event patterns 
shown in Figure 4a reflect the event recurrence interval. With time in the models, initial rupture planes 

Figure 3. Initial conditions, initial stress state, and state variable at the end of the model run for six models with 
different matrix viscosities and different clast concentrations. Event velocities over time are shown for these same 
model runs in Figure 4. (a) High matrix viscosity well above tE   leads to fast (cf. Figure 4) slip events that propagate 
along the shear zone boundaries. (b) Clast-free model just above tE   yields dominantly fast slip events that nucleate in 
the shear zone matrix and eventually propagate along shear zone boundaries. (c) Same viscosity as in (b) but with a 
low concentration of clasts. This leads to dominant slow slip (cf. Figure 4) with several slip planes rupturing through 
the shear zone matrix. (d–e) Models with viscosities at tE   but with different clast concentrations. Low cE   leads to clast-
limited slow slip events whereas an increase in cE   leads to slow slip with ruptures that extend through the shear zone 
matrix. (f) Below threshold viscosity model with high clast concentration. Slow-to-moderate velocity slip events are 
generated but only at direct contacts between clasts, after which the shear zone deforms at a steady state rate.
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Figure 4. Maximum velocity over time for the models shown in Figure 3.
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are repeatedly occupied by high-velocity events that generate seismic waves that reverberate across the 
model domain. Because fast slip events dominate in these model runs, the events themselves are sometimes 
affected by propagation to the model boundaries and by interference from propagating seismic waves, as 
they reflect off of the nonabsorbing model boundaries. This is an artifact of the model setup that explains 
some secondary low-velocity events recorded in these models but does not substantially affect the overall 
rupture patterns.

3.3.2. Below-Threshold Models

Below-threshold models are those in which the viscosity of the shear zone matrix is 5–100 times less than 
the threshold viscosity. For low to intermediate clast densities, these models do not generate sufficient stress 
concentrations to produce significant plastic yielding in clasts, so no frictional failure or transient deforma-
tion occurs and the shear zone deforms at a constant steady-state strain rate. At high clast densities, how-
ever, some events are generated in the model. Figure 3f, for example, shows a model with a matrix viscosity 
that is 10× less than tE  , but with 70%E  clasts clustered to form a load-bearing framework. This model shows 
the development of stress concentrations at clast-clast and clast-shear-zone-wall contacts. This produces an 
early phase of small events with slow-to intermediate-slip velocities (Figure 4f). The events only propagate 
along clast-clast or clast-shear-zone-wall interfaces but are immediately quenched when they reach viscous 
matrix regions due to the low stresses set up by the very low matrix viscosity. The high-stress contact points 
gradually become regions of low viscosity and low state variable, after which transient events are no longer 
generated as sufficient stress magnitudes are no longer attained. Unlike in the above-threshold models, sev-
eral events can occur simultaneously in the 2D model domain, so the event patterns in Figure 4 represent 
only the maximum-velocity events occurring at any one time and therefore reflect a minimum recurrence 
interval.

3.3.3. Near-Threshold Models

Near-threshold models are defined as those in which the viscosity of the shear zone matrix is 1–10E  greater 
than the threshold viscosity. Models in which the viscosity is equal to the threshold value and clast densities 
are low show nucleation of events in clasts and slow slip (averaging 710E   m/s, Figure 4c) along these rup-
ture planes, but as in Figure 2d, the ruptures are quenched when they propagate into the surrounding ma-
trix (Figure 3c). Increasing clast densities in threshold models, or increasing the matrix viscosity to slightly 
above the threshold value (e.g., 1.1–1.4E ), however, each have the effect of slightly elevating average stresses 
in the shear zone matrix, thus promoting through-going ruptures in some parts of the model domain. Fig-
ure 3e, for example, shows a model run in which the viscosity is still at the threshold value, but because the 
clast density is higher, some through-going rupture planes develop, linking the margins of multiple clasts, 
and at least one rupture surface propagates through most of the model domain at slow velocity. Similarly, 
Figure 3c shows a model case in which cE   is low, but because of the slightly above-threshold viscosity, events 
can propagate farther into the matrix, linking ruptures between high viscosity lenses, but still slipping at 
slow average velocities ( 210E   m/s) and never reaching normal earthquake slip rates.

The maintenance of stress magnitudes very close to the frictional yield strength in near-threshold models 
also produces some behaviors through time that are not observed in other model types. For example, in 
many model runs, the propagation of ruptures into regions of the matrix that are only slightly below the 
frictional yield stress leads to dynamic triggering of nearby rupture surfaces that propagate in the same or 
the opposite direction as the initial rupture front (Video 1). Additionally, as in the below-threshold models, 
many events can occur simultaneously in the 2D model domain, so the event patterns in Figure 4 represent 
a minimum recurrence interval. Contrary to the above-threshold models, the propagation rates of ruptures 
in near-threshold models are much slower, ranging from E 0.1 to 20 km/day.

The specific influence of stress heterogeneity, induced by the presence of clasts, on event slip velocity in 
near-threshold models can also be examined by comparing near-threshold models with and without clasts 
(Figures 4b and 4c). Models in which the matrix viscosity is equal to the threshold value, but where no 
clasts are implemented do not generate events because no stress heterogeneity is present to push the model 
over the threshold stress toward frictional failure. This is in contrast to threshold models with clasts, which 
generate slow slip events due to failure within the clasts and subsequent quenching in the shear zone ma-
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trix (Figures 4c and 4d). Models in which the matrix viscosity is slightly above the threshold value, with 
no clasts present, are dominated by moderate to fast velocity, regularly recurring events (Figure 4b) that 
characteristically propagate across the whole model domain (Figure 3b), the lack of stress heterogeneity 
prevents slip velocity perturbations from developing such that slip velocities continue to grow exponentially 
with increasing slip. This contrasts with the event patterns for models with the same matrix viscosity, but in 
which clasts are present, which are dominated by slow slip events with shorter (and more irregular) mini-
mum recurrence times, and in which only some ruptures propagate as a single surface through the entire 
model domain (Figure 4c).

4. Model Event Statistics
4.1. Event Statistics as a Function of Viscosity and Clast Percentage

Here we use the full suite of model runs to examine trends in transient event patterns as a function of shear 
zone viscosity and clast concentration, including median moments (normalized to the minimum model 
event size), and median event slip velocities (normalized to the imposed velocity across the shear zone) 
(Figure 5).

Figure 5a illustrates that there is a quasilinear relationship in log-log space between the median moment for 
modeled events as a function of shear zone matrix viscosity, with higher moments associated with stronger 
shear zone matrices (Figure 5a). This occurs because ruptures nucleating in clasts can propagate farther 
into the shear zone matrix when the matrix viscosity (and stress) is higher on average, thus producing 

Figure 5. Normalized median moment and median event velocities as a function of matrix and bulk viscosity, with 
symbols representing clast distributions.
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longer rupture surfaces (cf. Section 3). The relationship appears to saturate at matrix viscosities 100E   
the threshold viscosity because the stress magnitudes in these models are nearly everywhere above the 
frictional yield strength, so ruptures are never quenched in the matrix and therefore propagate across the 
full model domain.

Figure 5b indicates that the correlation between moment and viscosity does not apply in the case of the 
bulk viscosity of the shear zone where bulk viscosity is calculated as the geometric mean of the shear zone 
viscosity collected for the timestep just prior to the onset of plastic yielding for each model. For example, 
the bulk viscosity for shear zones with very low matrix viscosity, but high clast content is 1–2 orders of 
magnitude larger than threshold viscosity models with moderate clast contents, yet the median moment 
for events is still small. This emphasizes the importance of the intervening weak viscous matrix material in 
modulating slip behavior through its ability to damp nucleated ruptures, even when clast concentrations 
and bulk viscosities are high.

Figure 5c shows the correlation between matrix viscosity and median event slip velocity. Events for models 
at and below the threshold viscosity exhibit similar event slip velocities of up to three orders of magnitude 
larger than the imposed shear zone loading rate, whereas above-threshold models show faster median slip 
velocities with increasing matrix viscosity, again saturating at E 100× the threshold viscosity.

4.2. Scaling to Natural Slip Events

We can also examine how our specific model parameters and associated transient event patterns scale with 
natural slow slip phenomena, by examining moment release patterns, stress drops, and moment-duration 
scaling (Figure 6). Doing so comes with several caveats, however, including the following. (a) The height 
of our shear zone loading blocks is small, thus would only scale directly with subduction zones of low as-
sumed effective elastic plate thickness. (b) The maximum moment of events within the models is limited 
by our model domain size, and the minimum moment is limited by our model grid size. (c) The computa-
tions of moment, duration, and stress drop are sensitive to our specific choices of RSF parameters, effective 
pressure, and loading rate, none of which we vary within the model runs. Despite these model limitations, 
the relative differences in event patterns between models of different viscosity/clast distribution are still in-
formative; and, as discussed in Section 2.2, our choices of frictional parameters are well justified and similar 
to those commonly employed in classical RSF simulations.

Similar to what is shown in Figures 5a, Figure 6a shows a clear correlation between cumulative moment 
release over time and shear zone matrix viscosity. Furthermore, the plot demonstrates that above-threshold 
models (or those near-threshold models with higher clast contents) show very regular moment release over 
time, whereas near-threshold models with low clast contents exhibit an early phase of moment release as-
sociated with ruptures generated only in clasts, followed by a later phase of more regular moment release 
when ruptures coalescence to form planes that link up across the model domain. A more detailed analysis 
or comparison of recurrence intervals among model types is not appropriate here because the model setup 
tracks only the maximum velocity within the 2D model domain, whereas as noted in Section 3, near-thresh-
old and below-threshold models commonly exhibit multiple events occurring simultaneously or in close 
succession. Additionally, in nature, event recurrence intervals are not only sensitive to plate boundary load-
ing rates, but also to rates of fault healing (e.g., Fisher et al., 2019; Marone et al., 1995; McLaskey et al., 2012; 
Sibson, 1992), a poorly understood process that in our model framework would affect the time evolution of 
the state variable, but varying this parameter was beyond the scope of this study.

Figure 6b demonstrates that there is an overall positive relationship between the stress drop of modeled 
events and their moment magnitude ( wE M ), although the slope of this relationship appears to steepen for 
lower wE M . Stress drops for all modeled events range from less than E 4 kPa–2 MPa, with higher viscosity 
models exhibiting higher moment magnitudes (cf. Figures 5a and 5b) and larger stress drops. For modeled 
slow slip events in particular, stress drops range from E 4–300 kPa, averaging E 100 kPa.

In Figure 6c, the model event statistics are compared to the scaling relationships for slow slip versus reg-
ular earthquakes proposed by Ide et al. (2007). The majority of events in the models are slow events that 
form a narrow swath with a 4.5M TE   scaling that in nature would be mostly seismically and geodetically 
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undetectable. These are primarily events generated within clasts or at clast margins that propagate until 
they are quenched in the viscous matrix. As discussed in Section 3, below-threshold models with very high 
clast densities generate point-like stress concentrations along clast-clast contacts, the failure of these con-
tacts produce small, but still slow slip events that extend downward in moment-duration space toward the 
region defined by very low frequency earthquakes (pink triangles in Figure 6b). Ruptures in near-threshold 
and above-threshold models that are able to propagate from clasts into the matrix increase in both slip ve-
locity and fault slip area, and are therefore drawn downward toward shorter durations and larger moments. 
Near-threshold model events with low to intermediate clast contents cluster around the slow slip scaling 
line, specifically overlapping with events characterized by Bletery et al. (2017), referred to as secondary slip 

Figure 6. (a) Cumulative moment release over time for models run with different matrix viscosities and different clast percentages. (b) Computed stress drops 
as a function of moment magnitude. (c) Moment-duration statistics for modeled events, colored by viscosity and with symbols representing cE  , superimposed on 
proposed scaling relationships from Ide et al. (2007). Colored symbols represent individual events within the models, with the upper limit in moment controlled 
by the model domain size. Gray symbols represent cumulative moment-duration relationships for model events that are summed over 1-year intervals. Boxes 
show a general range over which different types of slow slip events typically occur, including very low frequency earthquakes (VLFEs), secondary slip fronts 
(SSFs), and slow slip events (SSEs).
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fronts'. With increasing matrix viscosity, model events are drawn even farther toward shorter durations and 
greater moments such that they start to overlap with regular earthquake phenomena. This transition be-
tween the slow-slip scaling and regular earthquake scaling is a continuous transition as a function of matrix 
viscosity in our models; that is, we do not observe any gap in moment-duration space between slow slip and 
regular earthquakes (discussed further in Section 5).

Individual events in our models only partially overlap with the large seismic moments but long durations 
estimated for several natural slow slip events based on geodetic inversions. For example, our largest mo-
ment, longest duration events overlap significantly with slow slip associated with ETS events documented 
for Cascadia during the time period 2007–2017 (cf. Michel et al., 2019), but individual model events do not 
reach the larger moments and longer durations that have been documented for some events in Cascadia, 
and several in New Zealand, Mexico, Alaska, and Japan (cf. Figure 5 in Z. Peng & Gomberg, 2010). This is 
partly because the maximum moment in our models is limited by our choice of RSF parameters, which con-
trol the nucleation size ( *E h ), and our model domain length (itself limited by computational expense). How-
ever, model limitations aside, a growing body of observations from modern subduction zones suggest that 
slow-slip events may comprise an amalgamation of multiple shorter-duration slip episodes (e.g., Bletery & 
Nocquet, 2020; Bletery et al., 2017; Frank et al., 2018). Our models potentially capture this behavior in cases, 
where multiple ruptures trigger each other and are closely spaced in time (e.g., Video 1). To qualitatively 
examine this possibility from the perspective of modeled events, we calculated the cumulative moment for 
events sampled over random, 1-year intervals in one near-threshold model (gray diamonds in Figure 6c). 
Events amalgamated in this way reach greater moments and longer durations that more closely overlap 
with the moment-duration statistics recorded in several modern subduction zones.

5. Discussion
5.1. Implications for Subduction Zone Transient Slip Patterns

In Figure  7, we plot the full suite of models as a regime diagram illustrating the expected seismic and 
transient slip behaviors as a function of matrix viscosity and clast percentage. The patterns of transient 
slip shown in this plot approximate the behavior of velocity-weakening, frictional-viscous systems for any 
threshold viscosity and clast size near the nucleation size, so are not strongly dependent on our specific 
choice of threshold viscosity, RSF parameters, or shear zone geometry or kinematics. The regime diagram 
thus provides a useful general framework for understanding how transient deformation may occur in het-
erogeneous frictional-viscous shear zones that define the deep roots of subduction megathrusts and other 
major plate boundary fault zones.

Although temperature was not explicitly implemented in our models, the three model types presented 
(above-threshold, near-threshold, and below-threshold) can be interpreted as three temperature endmem-
bers along the plate interface because of the strong temperature dependence of viscosity. Above-threshold 
models represent low-temperature regions updip of the SSE zone, within the megathrust seismogenic re-
gion. Because the viscosities are high, the Maxwell relaxation times are also high, such that subduction 
megathrust seismicity patterns in this regime have little to do with rock viscous properties, and their source 
physics are better captured by single-fault models in which frictional properties and/or geometries vary, as 
in numerous previous elastodynamic modeling studies (e.g., Ampuero & Rubin, 2008; J. H. Dieterich, 1992; 
Kaneko et al., 2008; Lapusta et al., 2000).

Near-threshold models, by definition, represent the frictional-viscous transition, and are thus intended to 
capture temperatures intermediate between those expected updip along the seismogenic megathrust and 
those expected downdip in the zone of aseismic creep. These models show two separate modes of slow slip: 
clast-limited and clast and-matrix slow slip events. The clast-limited slow slip is very similar to classical RSF 
models in which velocity-weakening sections on a fault are smaller than, but close to, the critical nucleation 
size (e.g., Leeman et al., 2016; Liu & Rice, 2005). However, for our input model parameters, the clast-limited 
slow slip event sizes are small compared to natural slow slip events, since our calculated nucleation size is 
also relatively small. On the other hand, the clast-and-matrix slow slip behavior also present in near-thresh-
old models represents a different mechanism of generating slow-slip transients. This behavior illustrates 
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a mechanism in which stress heterogeneity set up by the presence of a viscous matrix modulates rupture 
velocities over much larger distances than the calculated critical nucleation size.

The events in the clast-and-matrix slow slip models have several features in common with natural SSEs. 
This includes characteristically slow slip velocities that are 1E  –3 orders of magnitude faster than the back-
ground plate rate, and, for our chosen model input parameters, rupture propagation rates of 0.1–20 km/day, 
and average stress drops in the range 1E  –300 kPa. Events in near-threshold models also demonstrate that 
moment magnitudes approaching those derived geodetically from natural slow slip events can be produced 
through summation of multiple slip events within the 2D model domain and/or through single rupture 
surfaces that fail in close succession over time (Figure 6). The interaction of ruptures within these models, 
including triggered events that propagate away from the main rupture front, resembles observations of 
tremor migrations in slow slip events (e.g., Bletery et al., 2017; Ghosh et al., 2010; Hawthorne et al., 2016; 
Obara et al., 2012; Y. Peng et al., 2015; Rubin & Armbruster, 2013).

With increasing viscosity above the threshold viscosity, the models show a progressive transition toward 
faster slip events, with some exhibiting intermediate slip velocities or mixed slow and fast slip. The models 
thus do not support a fundamental change in mechanism between fast and slow slip, but instead suggest a 
progressive decrease (updip)/increase (downdip) in the velocity-strengthening effects of viscous creep. The 
models predict that the region of the interface between the seismogenic megathrust and the dominantly 
slow-slip zone should exhibit intermediate-velocity slip events that are seismically detectable. Very few nat-
ural events matching the moment-duration values expected for this viscosity range have been documented, 
however, so this reflects a potential discrepancy between our model predictions and natural observations. 
However, several studies have questioned the idea that slow slip and regular earthquakes obey different 
scaling relationships, and suggest a continuum between slow slip and regular earthquake fault slip modes 

Figure 7. Regime diagram showing the expected slip behavior as a function of matrix viscosity and clast concentration.
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(Frank & Brodsky, 2019; Gomberg et al., 2016; Hulbert et al., 2019; Leeman et al., 2016; Z. Peng & Gomb-
erg, 2010), consistent with our model results.

Models in which the viscosity of the shear zone matrix is less than the threshold viscosity are potentially 
representative of conditions of increasing temperature at the downdip extent of the SSE zone and the transi-
tion to aseismic creep. Below-threshold models with very high clast contents are the only models to produce 
small magnitude, moderately slow-velocity events that for our input model parameters resemble very low 
frequency earthquakes (Figures 6 and 7). VLFEs, along with low frequency earthquakes, are commonly in-
terpreted to compose the tectonic tremor signals that accompany slow slip (Ito et al., 2007; Katsumata & Ka-
maya, 2003; Obara, 2002; Rogers & Dragert, 2003; Shelly et al., 2006). Tremor is most commonly observed on 
the deeper sections of the subduction plate interface, whereas several recent observations suggest that there 
is a gap, where only long-term slow slip events are observed, located between the megathrust seismogenic 
zone and deeper zones of episodic tremor and slow slip (e.g., Kato et al., 2010; Rousset et al., 2017; Takagi 

Video 1. Video of a near-threshold (1.4 tE  ) model with low clast concentration (same model run as shown in Figure 3c). The sequence begins with ruptures 
developing throughout the model domain only in clasts. These rupture planes eventually coalesce and link up across the shear zone matrix. At 30 s, a moderate-
to-fast-velocity event nucleates and generates seismic waves that propagate through the model domain until 57 s. The rest of the model run shows repeated 
slow slip events that link clasts and matrix on single rupture planes. In several instances propagating ruptures trigger slip on nearby rupture surfaces, in both 
forward- and reverse-propagation directions. Video content can be viewed at https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/2021AV000416.

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/2021AV000416
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et al., 2016). This gap is consistent with the observation in our models that VLFE-like events are only pro-
duced where the shear zone matrix viscosity is 1–2 orders of magnitude below the threshold viscosity (e.g., 
at higher temperature conditions of the interface corresponding to deeper depths). Although our models do 
not explicitly capture this, in the context of our model framework, combined episodic tremor and slow slip 
may represent slow slip events propagating from near-threshold-viscosity regions into clast-rich domains 
that contain pockets of lower viscosity material and that are tremorgenic.

5.2. Comparisons to the Geologic Record

Several aspects of our models also resemble features preserved in exhumed rocks. As discussed in Section 1, 
many exhumed subduction shear zones from the deep interface show evidence for strong viscosity con-
trasts in the form of rigid blocks embedded in a viscous matrix (e.g., Angiboust et al., 2013, 2011b; Bebout 
& Barton, 2002; Kotowski & Behr, 2019; Marroni et al., 2009; Rad et al., 2005; Scarsi et al., 2018; Tarling 
et al., 2019; Ukar & Cloos, 2019). Experimental flow laws for subduction related materials suggest that vis-
cosity contrasts can be up to four orders of magnitude for pressure-temperature conditions representative of 
the down-dip megathrust (cf. Figure 2 in Behr & Becker, 2018). Additionally, different spatial distributions 
of rigid clasts may be expected not only due to differing amounts of subducted mafic components, but also 
(especially in the case of warm subduction zones) different degrees of dehydration and metamorphism 
to form dry eclogite or amphibolite, which are rheologically hardened metamorphic rocks that enhance 
viscosity contrasts (Behr et al., 2018; Yamato et al., 2019). Several exhumed shear zones furthermore show 
evidence that the frictional yield strength in clasts was locally exceeded even near peak subduction depths, 
with clasts exhibiting both tensile and shear fractures that preserve high pressure mineral assemblages 
(Angiboust et al., 2011b; Bukała et al., 2020; Kotowski & Behr, 2019; Taetz et al., 2018). Some studies have 
also described evidence for continuation of structures nucleated in clasts into the surrounding dominantly 
viscously deformed matrix; whereas others highlight a cyclical interplay between brittle veining and visco-
plastic slip on weak matrix cleavage planes (Fagereng et al., 2010; Kotowski & Behr, 2019; Platt et al., 2018; 
Ujiie et al., 2018).

Geologic features described above closely resemble the fracture sets and weak slip planes that develop as 
low state variable plastic slip zones within our models (Figure  3). However, block-in-matrix structures 
and associated faults sets in subduction melange belts are most commonly documented at scales less than 
10–100 m due to limitations in the areas of geologic exposure. Thus, a persistent open question has been 
whether these types of structures could scale up to produce the large magnitudes characteristic of modern 
SSEs. Our models indicate that this upscaling is very likely to occur at conditions near the frictional-vis-
cous transition at moderate clast concentrations, and that it can occur not only through linkages of single 
rupture surfaces from clast to clast through the matrix, but also through simultaneous or cascading failure 
of multiple triggered rupture surfaces within a finite-width shear zone (e.g., Video 1). Our models thus 
support the idea that observations from individual melange outcrops are one length-scale of an approxi-
mately fractal system, that mimic the deformation processes occurring in multi-kilometer-scale (relevant to 
slow slip) “mega-melange” belts consisting of rheologically heterogeneous underplated terranes (cf. Behr 
& Bürgmann, 2021).

5.3. Similarities and Differences to Other Frictional-Viscous Models

Ando et al. (2012) and Nakata et al. (2011) explored rupture dynamics of LFEs and VLFEs simulated for a 2D 
fault plane with a prescribed slow slip front propagating through heterogeneous patches of contrasting viscous 
and frictional (velocity-weakening vs. strengthening) properties. Rupture propagation in these models was 
governed by a viscous damping term such that stress transmission between heterogeneous patches was stifled 
by low background viscosities and/or low patch distributions. Skarbek et al. (2012) similarly examined slip be-
haviors for RSF models with alternating velocity-weakening and strengthening patches, varying both the E a b  
parameters and the patch distributions. More recently, Lavier et al. (2021) explored the role of brittle-ductile 
interactions in finite-width shear zones, simulating ductile regions by matching velocity-strengthening fric-
tional properties to variations in viscosity. Each of these model frameworks predicted a transition in rupture 
behavior from elastodynamic to slow slip, similar to what we observe here. In the purely elastic-frictional, 
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one-dimensional model case of Skarbek et al. (2012), the transition from elastodynamic slip to slow slip was 
more abrupt and the range over which slow slip events could be expected was comparatively narrow. In the 
case of Lavier et al. (2021), velocity-neutral conditions in the ductile matrix are similar to our threshold viscos-
ity models, whereas increasing velocity-strengthening conditions simulates decreasing matrix viscosity. Their 
models produced behaviors similar to our below-threshold models shown in Figure 7, with aseismic creep 
dominating at low clast concentrations, transitioning to transient slip events when clast concentrations are 
increased to between 45% and 80%E  (cf. Figure 4c in Lavier et al. [2021]). In the case of our models, however, 
these transitions in slip style can be generated simply by varying matrix viscosity, with no variations in the 
velocity-dependent frictional properties within the shear zone required.

Viscoplastic models conducted in a study by Beall et al. (2019) also have some aspects in common with our 
below-threshold, high-clast-density models. Similar to their observations and previous work on granular 
materials (Daniels & Hayman, 2008; Hayman et al., 2011; Reber et al., 2015), we see the development of 
force chains extending across the model domain when clast densities are greater than ∼50%E  (cf. Figures 3e 
and 3f). Beall et al. (2019) suggested that the fracturing process in clast-rich shear zones may lead to switch-
es from subduction zone “jamming,” in which clasts control the bulk strain rate, to periods of elevated strain 
rates localized in intervening weak viscous matrix regions after clast fracture, perhaps consistent with slow 
slip velocities. Our models suggest that the fracture process itself in jammed, high-viscosity-contrast shear 
zones may create seismicity that resembles very low frequency earthquakes, but that once these fractures 
have been generated throughout the model domain, the shear zone accommodates the imposed plate ve-
locity by viscous creep at steady state. Incorporation of fracture healing processes could result in a regular 
oscillation of this process, however, potentially supporting the model proposed by Beall et al. (2019). How-
ever, our models also predict viscously damped, yet still frictional slow slip, even in cases where the matrix 
viscosity (and associated viscous strain rate) is not particularly low and where clast concentrations are not 
high enough for clasts to directly interact; thus our models predict a wider range of conditions of both vis-
cosity and clast concentration where slow slip may be anticipated (Figure 7).

Overall, our results are also consistent with previous models that emphasize the potential for frictional-vis-
cous interactions to modulate event slip velocities, and for slow-slip events to occur near the brittle-ductile or 
frictional-viscous transition in subduction environments (e.g., Goswami & Barbot, 2018; Petrini et al., 2020; 
Yin et al., 2018). A primary advantage to our model framework is the incorporation of a finite-width shear 
zone, which allows analysis of how spontaneously generated, geometrically complex, rupture surfaces (e.g., 
similar to those observed in the rock record) may interact with each other, and how they may scale up to 
resemble a slow slip event (e.g., similar to those recorded using geodetic methods in active fault zones). 
There are also several limitations to the current model setup, however, that could pave the way for future de-
velopments, including exploration of realistic temperature gradients and shear heating, dynamic pressure 
changes associated with pore fluid pressure evolution, power law viscosity or viscous anisotropy effects, 
time evolution of the state variable to simulate fault healing processes, and effects of simultaneously vary-
ing frictional and viscous properties.

6. Conclusions
We investigated viscoelastoplastic models of heterogeneous shear zones intended to represent subduction 
“mega-melange” belts as observed in natural exhumed subduction complexes. We find that for conditions 
near the frictional-viscous transition, the viscous component of these shear zones, and the stress heteroge-
neity set up by the presence of rigid clasts, set a “speed limit” for earthquake ruptures such that they slip 
and propagate at velocities similar to natural slow slip events, despite constant velocity-weakening frictional 
properties. The stress heterogeneity set up by a viscous matrix simultaneously permits the transmission 
of slow slip from clast to clast, allowing slow ruptures to propagate substantial distances, even in cases 
where clasts are widely spaced; this potentially reconciles how slip planes observed at the outcrop scale by 
geologists may scale up to achieve 100-km scales implied by geodetic inversions of slow slip events. Addi-
tionally, the implementation of a finite-width shear zone allows us to observe coalescence, triggering, and 
reverse-propagation among multiple rupture surfaces within a thicker elevated-slip-rate zone, also consist-
ent with emerging observations of slow slip as clusters of multiple slip transients. If our model framework 
of slow slip representing fault plane interactions within a finite-width shear zone is correct, it implies that 
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estimated moments and recurrence intervals from natural slow slip and tremor events do not necessarily 
represent repeated failure of a single rupture plane, but instead may reflect multiple rupture planes slipping 
simultaneously or cascading through the width of a subduction interface shear zone.
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